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Abstract 
Yield stresses, allowable stresses, moment capacities (plastic moments), external loadings, 
manufacturing errors are not given fixed quantities in practice, but have to be modelled as 
random variables with a certain joint probability distribution. Hence, problems from limit 
(collapse) load analysis or plastic analysis and from plastic and elastic design of struc
tures are treated in the framework of stochastic optimization. Using especially reliability
oriented optimization methods, the behavioral constraints are quantified by means of the 
corresponding probability P. of survival. Lower bounds for p. are obtained by selecting 
certain redundants in the vector of internal forces; moreover, upper bounds for p. are 
constructed by considering a pair of dual linear programs for the optimizational repre
sentation of the yield or safety conditions. Whereas P. can be computed e.g. by sampling 
methods or by asymptotic expansion techniques based on Laplace integral representations 
of certain multiple integrals, efficient techniques for the computation of the sensitivities 
(of various orders) of P. with respect to input or design variables have yet to be developed. 
Hence several new techniques are suggested for the numerical computation of derivatives 
of P •. 
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1 LIMIT (COLLAPSE) LOAD ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES AS A LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEM 

The collapse load can be defined [4] "as the load required to generate e
nough number of local plastic yield points (referred as plastic hinges for 
bending type members) to cause the structure to become a mechanism and de
velop excessive deflections". Assuming that the material behaves as an e
lastic-perfectly plastic material [5], a conservative estimate of the col
lapse load factor AT is based on the following formulation as a linear pro-

gram (LP): 
maximize A 
S.t. 

FL:s; F :5 FU 

CF = AR . 
o 

(1) 

(1.1) 
(1.2) 

Here, (1.2) is the equilibrium equation of a statically indeterminate loaded 
structure involving an mxn matrix C = (c .. ), m<n, of given coefficients c .. , 

~ ~ 
l:5i:5m, l:5j:s;n, depending on the undeformed geometry of the structure having 
no members (elements); we suppose that rankC=m. 

In case of a truss [5] we have n=no ' and the matrix C contains the direc

tion cosines of the members. Furthermore, Ro is an external load m-vector, 

and F denotes the n-vector of internal forces and bending-moments in the 
relevant points (sections, nodes or elements) of the structure; in case of a 
truss F involves only the member forces. Finally, (1.1) are the yield condi-

tions with the vector of lower and upper bounds FL,FU. For a truss we have 
that 

(1. 3) 

L U where Aj is the (given) cross-sectional area, and U
yj

' U
yj

' resp., denotes 

the yield stress in compression (negative values) and tension of the j-th 
member of the truss. In case of a plane frame F is composed of subvectors 

( 

Fik) ) 

F 
(k) 

2 ' 
F(k) 

3 

(1.4) 

where Fik ) denotes the normal (axial) force, and F~k), Fjk) are the bend-

ing-moments at the two ends of the k-th member. In this case FL, FU con
tain - for each member k - the subvectors 

F(k)L = (_:~~;) F(k)U = 

-Mpi,k 

(1.4.1) 
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resp., where Mp~,k' k=l, ... ,no ' denote the plastic moments (moment capaci

ties) given [4], [5] by 
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U 
Mp~,k = UykWp~,k' (1.4.2) 

and Wp~,k - Wp~,k(~) is the plastic modulus of the cross-section of the k-th 

member (beam). 

2 PLASTIC AND ELASTIC DESIGN OF STRUCTURES 

In the plastic design of trusses, frames [5] having no members, the n-vectors 

FL,FU of lower and upper bounds 

(2) 

for the n-vector F of internal member forces and bending-moments Fj' j-l, .. 

. ,n, are determined [3],[5] by the yield stresses, i.e. compressive limiting 

stresses (negative values) uL = (uL
l , ... ,uL )', the tensile yield stresses 

y y yno 

U 
u y 

of design variables 
that, cf. (1.3), 

L L FU F - uydA(X), 

where n-no ' and 

the r-vector 

(2.1) 

of the structure. In case of trusses we simply have 

U 
uydA(X), (2.2) 

L U L 
Uyd,Uyd denote the nXn diagonal matrices having the diagonal elements Uyj ' 

U . 1 Uyj ' resp., J= , ... , n, moreover, 

A(X) - (Al(X) , ... ,An(X»' 

is the n-vector of cross-sectional areas Aj=Aj(X) , j-l, ... ,n, depending on 

the r-vector X of design variables~, k=l, ... ,r. 

Corresponding to (1.2), here we have again the equilibrium equation 
CF = Ru' (2.3) 

where Ru describes [5] the ultimate load (representing constant external 

loads or self-weight expressed in linear terms of A(X»). 
The plastic design of structures can be represented then [1] ,[2],[5] by 

the following optimization problem 
min G(X) (3) 
s. t. 

FL(u~,u~,X) ~ F ~ FU(u~,u~,X) (3.1) 

CF = R u' (3.2) 
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where G-G(X) is a certain objective function, e.g. the volume or weight of 
the structure. 

For the elastic design we have to replace the yield stresses uL,uU by the y y 

allowable stresses uL,uU, and instead of ultimate loads we consider service y y 
loads Rs. Hence, instead of (3) we get the related program 

min G(X) (4) 
s.t. 

L L U 
F (ua,ua,X) oS (4.1) 

CF R 
s (4.2) 

XL oS X oS XU, (4.3) 

where xL,XU still denote lower and upper bounds for X. 

3 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF STRUCTURES IN CASE OF RANDOM DATA 

In practice, yield stresses, allowable stresses, the loads applied to the 
structure, other material properties and the manufacturing errors are not 
given fixed quantities, but must be treated as random variables on a certain 
probability space (O,~,P). Hence, (1),(3),(4) are stochastic linear/nonlinear 
programs (SLP/SNLP) which obviously have the same basic structure represented 
by a random objective function 

Z(w):= G(w,X), w E 0, (5) 
and by stochastic constraints of the type 

CF = R(w) (6) 

FL(w) oS F oS F
U (w) , (7) 

where R-R(w), wE 0, is a random load m-vector given by 
R(w) = ARO(w), R(w) = RU(W) , R(w) = Rs(w) , (6.1) 

resp., and for the n-vector F-(F.) of internal member forces and bending-mo
J 

ments we have the n-vectors of random bounds 

FL(w) = FL(w,X), FU(w) = FU(w,X), wE 0, (7.1) 
depending on an r-vector X of design variables~, k-l, ... ,r. 

Obviously, each realization of the random element wEO yields new loading 
conditions, represented by the vector R=R(w), and therefore, cf. (6), newar
rangements F=F(w) of internal member forces and bending-moments. Hence, in 
the present case of "multiple loadings" caused by the random variations of 
R=R(w), the survival of the structure, i.e. the existence of certain arrange
ments F(w) of internal member forces/bending-moments not overwhelming the 
strength of the structure, can be evaluated by the probability of survival 

Ps:= P(There is F=F(w) such that CF(w) - R(w) (8) 

and FL(w) oS F(w) oS FU(w», 
see [2], [10], assuming that, cf. (26),(33), 

S(FL(.),FU(.»:_ [wEn: there is a vector F-F(w) (8.1) 
fulfilling (6) and (7») 
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is a measurable set. Denoting by [F.L.FU] the n-dimensional interval 

[FL.FU]:_ (FE2ln : FLSFSFUl. (8.2) 
we find that 

S(FL(.).FU(.» - (wEO: R(w) E C[FL(w).FU(w)]l (8.3) 

with C[FL.FU] _ (CF: FLSFSFUl. and therefore 

Ps ~ P(S(FL(.).FU(.») - P(R(W)EC[FL(w).FU(w)]) (9) 

LUL LU U LU 
= fp(R(w)EC[F .F ] IF (w)-F .F (w)-F)P L U (dF .dF ). 

(F (.),F (.» 

where P L U denotes the distribution of the bounds (FL(w).FU(w». 
(F (.),F (.» 

Since the bounds FL.FU in (7) depend also on the vector X of design varia
bles~. k-l •...• r. cf. (7.1). we have ps-POC) with the probability function 

P(X) = P(R(w) E C[FL(w.X).FU(w.X)]); (10) 
furthermore. if the external load R=R(w) is given by 

R(w) = R(W.A): = ~A.R(i)(W) 
i=l l. 

(10.1) 

with random m-vectors R(i)= R(i)(w). i=l •...• ~. and deterministic coeffi-

cients Ai' i-I •. , .• ~. then PS=P(X.A) with 

~ (") L U 
- P( ~ A.R l. (w) E C[F (w.X).F (w.X)]). 

i=l l. 

(10.2) peA .X) : 

Especially. in case of trusses. see (1).(3).(4) and (2.2). for dealing 
with the probability of survival Ps we have the following probability 

functions: 
L U 

PA(A.X):= P(ARo(w) E C[A(X)day(w).A(X)day(w)]). (10.3) 

L U 
Pu(X):- P(Ru(w) E C[A(X)day(W).A(X)day(w)]) (10.4) 

L U 
Ps(X):= P(Rs(w) E C[A(X)day(W).A(X)day(w)]). (10.5) 

where Ad=A(X)d denotes the nXn diagonal matrix having the diagonal elements 

Aj-Aj (X). j=l •...• n(-rio) . 

Since Ps=P(X) are very complicated expressions in general. in the fol

lowing we are looking for approximations (lower. upper bounds) of Ps=P(X) by 

simpler probability functions. 
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4 LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS FOR Ps - P(X) 

According to (8.3) we have that 

L U m L U 
S(F (.).F (.»C "Si(F (.),F (.» 

i=l 
where 

L U L U 
Si(F (.).F (.»:- (wEO: Ri(w) E Ci[F (w),F (w)]), i=l, ... ,m, 

and Ci denotes the i-th row of C. Hence, we get the inequality 

P(X) ~ min P.(X), 
l~i~ ~ 

where 
L U 

Pi(X):= P(Ri(w) E Gi[F (w,X),F (w,X)]). 

(11) 

(11.1) 

(12) 

(12.1) 

Note that related inequalities (with more exact bounds) 
general Bonferroni-type inequalities [6]. We find that 

follow from more 

L U L U 
Ci[F (w,X),F (w,X)] = [~i(w,X)'~i(w,X)] (12.2) 

is an interval in ~l having the bounds 
L , 

~i(w,X) min GiG (w,X) 
1~,:SJ 

(12.3) 
U , 
~i(w,X) = max CiG (w,X), 

1~,:SJ 

where G'-G'(w,X), ,=1, ... ,J, are the extreme points of the interval [FL(w,X), 

FU(w,X)]. Since the components G;(w,X), j=1,2, ... ,n, of G'(w,X), ,-1, ... ,J, 

are certain elements of (FL(w,X),FU(w,X», the measurability of the bounds 

FL,FU with respect to weCO, ,P) yields the measurability of ~~ and ~~, i-l,. 

.. ,m, with respect to w. Hence, L U 
Si(F (.),F (.», i=l, ... ,m, are measurable 

sets, and we may write 

Pi(X) = P(~~(w,X) ~ Ri(w) ~ ~~(w,X», i=l, ... ,m. (12.4) 

4.1. Lower boWlds by selection of redundants 

For the construction of lower bounds for P(X), the vector F=F(w) is parti
tioned 

F(w) (13) 

into a certain (n-m)-vector N=(F. ) of redWldants F. , i=l, ... ,n-m, 
J i l~i~n-m J i 

and an m-vector Fr of statically determined member forcesjbending-moments. 

Hence, with a corresponding partition of the mxn matrix C into mxm, mx(n-m) 
submatrices Gr,Grr , resp., where 

rankGr = rankC = m, (13 .1) 
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the eqUili(b;:)um e(q:~~~~:J(6) Y(i:~~:r:~or F(w) the representation 

F(w) = = + N. (14) 
NOr 

Consequently, selecting for each weO a vector of redundants 
N=N(w)=(F. (w» such that N(.) is a measurable function on (O,«,P), 

J .e ls.eSn -m 
we get 

S(FL(.,X),FU(.,X»~S(X,N(.», (15) 

where S(X,N(.» is the measurable set given by 

-1 -1 
S(X,N(.»:- (weO: FL(w,X) s (Cr R(w)-Cr CrrN(w» S FU(w,X»). (15.1) 

N(w) 
Thus, for P(X) we find the lower bound 

P(X) ~ P(X,N(.», 
where 

(16) 

_ ._ (F~(W'X) S C~lR(W) - c~lCrrN(W) S F~(W'XJ 
P(X,N(.».- P L U ' (16.1) 

Frr(w,X) S N(w) S Frr(w,X) 

L L U U 
and Fr,Frr and Fr,Frr denotes the partition of FL,FU, resp., corresponding 

to (13). Note that the inequality (16) holds for any choice N=(F. ) 
J.e ls.esn-m 

of an (n-m)-subvector of redundants such that (13.1) holds and any represen
tation of N as a random vector N-N(w) on (0, ,P); especially, N can be se
lected as a deterministic vector of redundants: 

N(w) = z a.s. (almost sure), 

where z€R
n -m is a deterministic vector; in this case we set P(X,N(.» -

P(X,z). 

4.1.1. Special cases 

a) rn case of trusses, cf. (1.3),(2.2), we have that 

L L U U 
Fr(w,X) = Ar(X)dar(w), Fr(w,X) = Ar(X)dar(w) 

(17) 

(18) 

L L U U L U 
where Ar,Arr,ar,arr,ar,arr are the partitions of A,a ,a , resp., correspond-

ing to the partition Fr,Frr of F, and Ar(X)d denotes the diagonal matrix 

which has the components of Ar(X) as its diagonal elements. Thus, we get 
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P(X,z) 

(18.1) 

AII(X)dU~I(w) ~ z ~ AII(X)duII(w) 

= P (.~(") < A,(x)~'(e;"(") - e;le,,": < .~("») 

b) Suppose that the partition of FL,FU into F~,F~ and F~I,F~I can be chosen 

L U L U such that (FI(w,X),FI(w,X», (FII(w),FII(w» are stochastically independent. 

If (17 holds, then 

L -1 -1 U 
P(X,z):= P(FI(w,X) ~ CI R(w) - CI CIIz ~ FI(w,X» 

L U 
x P(FII(w,X) ~ z ~ FII(w,X». 

5 FAILURE MODES, LIMIT STATE FUNCTIONS AND UPPER BOUNDS FOR P(X) 

According to (8),(10) we have that 
P(X) - P(There is F=F(w) such that CF(w)=R(w) and 

U Fj(w) - Fj(w,X) ~ 0, j=l, ... ,n (19) 

L Fj(w,X) - F/w) ~ 0, j-l, ... ,n), 

where we suppose first that all bounds F~,F~ are finite, i.e. 

-~ F~(W,X) ~ F~(W'X) <+00 a.s., l~j~n, for all X under consideration. 
(19.1) 

Defining 

we obtain 
P(X) - P(There is F=F(w) such that CF(w)-R(w) and t(w,F(w),X)~O) 

- P(inf(t(w,F(w),X): CF(w)=R(w») ~ 0) 

* - pet (w,X) ~ 0), 
where 

t*(w,X):= inf(t(w,F(w),X): CF(w)-R(w») 
is the minimal value of the program 

min t(w,F(w),X) 
s.t. 

CF(w) = R(w) 
being equivalent to the linear program 

(19.2) 

(20) 

(20.1) 

(20.2) 
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U 
Fj-F/w.X) - t!>O. j=l •...• n 

L Fj (w.X) - F
j 

- t!>O. j-l •...• n 

CF(w) = R(w) 
with the variables Fl .F2 •...• Fn .t. 

Because of condition (19.1). for each (w.X) we get 
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(21) 

(2l.l) 

(2l. 2) 

(2l.3) 

1 L U 
t(w.F(w).X) ~ max Z(F.(w.X)-F.(w.X» >-~ (21.4) 

l!>j!>n J J 
for arbitrary F(w); hence. the objective function of the linear program (21) 
is bounded from below for all (w.X). Since the LP (21) always has a feasible 

* solution. for each (w.X) an optimal solution (F*) of (21) is guaranteed. and 
t 

we have that 

* * t = t(w.F (w).X) * t (w.X). (22) 

* Consequently. by means of duality theory the optimal value t (w.X) of the 
equivalent programs (20.2) and (21) can be represented also by the optimal 
value of the dual program of (21) given by 

max R(w)'u - FU(w.X)·u+ + FL(w.X)'u- (23) 
s. t. 

C'u - u+ + y- 0 

1';+ + 1';- 1 

;+ ~ O. y- ~ O. 

where uERn is not restricted. Thus. * t (w.X) reads 

t*(w.X) = max! (-:~~~'X»)'Ii:(~~)=:1i E Ao)' 
F (w.X) v 

(23.1) 

(23.2) 

(23.3) 

(24) 

m+2n where Ao denotes the convex polyhedron in X represented by the con-

straints (23.1)-(23.3) of the LP (23). Taking any subset A1C:Ao of Ao' and 

* defining then tl(w.X) by 

( 

R(w) )' 
t~(w.X):= sup! -F~(W.X) Ii: 

F (w.X) 
(25) 

we get 

* * t (w.X) ~ tl(w.X). (25.1) 

which yields for P(X) the following upper bound: 

* * P(X) - P(t (w.X)!>O) !> P(tl(w.X) !> 0). (25.2) 
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::::o:er(, ~u!:~») 
o , 1!-1, ... ,1!0' 

ii- (1!) 

denote the extreme points of the convex polyhedron Zo' then 

t*(w,X) - max R(w)'u(1!) _ FU(w,X)'ii+(1!) + FL(w,x)'ii-(1!) , 
ls1!s1! 

o 

which shows that t*(. ,X) is measurable. Hence, S(FL(.),FU(.» - (wen: 

* t (w,X)sO) is measurable, cf. (10),(20), and we get 

(26) 

P(X) = P(R(w)'u(1!) - FU(w,X)'ii+(1!) + FL (w,x)'ii-(1!) sO, ls1!s1!o)' (26.1) 

According to (6),(7), the survival, failure, resp., of the underlying 
structure can be described by the inequality 

* * t (w,X) s 0, t (w,X) > 0, respectively. (27) 
Thus, the structure fails if 

R(w)'u(1!) + FU(w,x)'ii+(1!) - FL(w,x)'ii-(1!) > 0 for at (27.1) 
least one ls1!s1!o; 

obviously, (27.1) represents the different failure modes of the structure. 

Having a certain number 1!lS1!o 

the LP (23), and defining 

(1!) 
of basic solutions 6 T , T-1, ... ,1!1' of 

_* (1!T) 
t 1 (w,X):= max R(w)'u 

lSTS1!l 

corresponding to (25.1), here we get 
* -* t (w,X) ~ t

1
(w,X) 

and therefore 

P(X) = P(t*(w,X) s 0) s -* P(t
1

(w,X) s 

6 THE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE Pf 

0) . 

According to (8),(10),(20) and (27), for the probability of failure 
Pf:=l-ps=l-P(X) we obtain 

* Pf = P(t (w,X) > 0) 

(28) 

(28.1) 

(28.2) 

U -+ L -- (:+) - P(R(w)'u - F (w,X)'u + F (w,X)'u > 0 for at least one ~_ E ~o) 

u (29) 

= P(R(w)'u(1!) - FU(w,X)'ii+(1!) + FL(w,X)'ii-(1!) > 0 for at least 
one ls1!S1!o} 
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where Fl(X) denotes the l-th failure domain 

Fl(X):= (wEO: R(w)'u(l) - FU(w,X)'u+(l) + FL(w,X)'u-(l) > OJ 

= (wEO: Ml(w,X) < OJ 

with the corresponding limit state function 

Ml(w,X):= FU(w,X)'u+(l) - FL(w,X)'u-(l) - R(w)'u(l), 

1-1, ... ,1
0

; especially, for trusses, cf. (2.2), (18.1), we find 

U -+(1) L -- (1) (1) Ml(w,X):- 0 (w)'A(X)du - 0 (w)'A(X)du - R(w)'u . 
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(29.1) 

(29.2) 

(29.3) 

Using known inequalities for probabilities, for Pf we find the bounds 

1 
o 

max Pf 1 ~ Pf ~ ~ Pf,l' 
l~l~l' 1=1 

(30) 

o 
where Pf,l is given by 

Pf,l:- P(Fl(X» = P(Ml(w,X) < 0) 

P(FU(w,X)'u+(l) _ FL(w,X)'u-(l) < R(w)'u(l) (30.1) 

1 - P(R(w)'u(l) ~ FU(w,X)'u+(l) _ FL(w,X)'u-(l», 

and sharper bounds can be obtained by using more genral Bonferroni-inequal
ities for probabilities. 

7 REPRESENTATION OF Ps BY USING CONES 

According to (9) we have that 

P = P(R(w) E C[FL(w),FU(w)]), 
s 

where [FL,FU] is given by (8.2). Representing therefore the vector F of in
ternal member forcesjbending-moments by 

F = FL+~FL = FU_~FU 

with n-vectors ~FU,~F~O, the condition R E C[FL,FU] can be represented by 

R - CFU C~FU 

_ (FU_FL) 

~FU~O, ~F~O. 
Thus, we consider the cone Y Xm+n defined by 

o 

Yo - (G : ) ( ~:~): ~FU~O, ~F~O) 
2n 

- {~ "'k Yk: "'k~O, k=l, ... ,2nJ, 
k=l 

(31) 

(32) 
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where the cone-generators y(k). k-l •...• 2n. are given by 

y(k):_ (::). l~ksn. y(k) :- (:k)' n<kS2n. (32.1) 

and ck • ek denotes the k-th column of C. of the nxn identity matrix I. 

respectively. Having Y • the set S(FL(.).FU(.» defined in (8.1) can be 
o 

described by 

L U (R(W) _CF
U 

(w.X) ) 
S(F (.).F (.» = {wen: U L E (-l)Yol. 

-F (w.X)+F (w.X) 
(33) 

which shows again the measurability of S(FL(.).FU(.». Moreover, the proba
bility function P=P(A.X) representing (10)-(10.3) can be given by 

P(A.X) - P( U L 0 E Yo)· 
F (w.X) F (w.X) 

(33.1) 
(

CFU(W'X) - AR (W») 

According to the representation (32) of Yo' there are a finite number of 

boundary hyperplanes in Hm+n. represented by vectors ~(1)_ (:~~~)'1=1 •...• 1~. 
such that 

Y = (y = (w) E Hm+n : y,~(1)= w'w(1)+ v'v(1)~0. 1~1~1'l. (34) 
o v 0 

Hence. because of (33) and (34). the survival of the structure can be re
presented also by the inequalities 

(R(w)-CFU(w.X»'w(1)+ (_FU(w.X) + FL(w.X)'v(1)~ O. 1~1~1'. 
o 

which yields 

(R(w)'w(1)_ FU(w.X)'(C'w(1)+v(1» + FL(w.X)'v(1)~ 0, 1~1~1'. (35) 
o 

and therefore 

p = P(R(w) 'w(1) - FU (w .X)' (C'w(1) )+v(1) +FL(w.X) 'v(1) ~O, 1~1~1'). (35.1) 
s 0 

Obviously. the conditions for structural safety given by (27) and (35) coin
cide. 

For arbitrary subset y(1). 1-1.2. such that 
o 

y(l) C y c.y(2) (36) 
o 0 0 ' 

we get 

P(l) < P :S p(2) (36.1) 
s - s s' 

where the bounds p(l) 1=1.2. are defined by s • 

(36.2) 
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7.1 Construction of approximating cones 

Approximations Y~£), £-1,2, of Yo can be obtained by spherical or ellipsoidal 

(k) 
approximation of the convex polyhedron generated by y ,k=l, ... ,2n. 

8 COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES OF PROBABILITIES OF SURVIVAL AND PROBABILI
TIES OF FAILURE 

Sensitivities of Ps,Pf with respect to the load factor ~ and the vector X of 

design variables~, k-l,2, ... ,r, can be obtained now by applying the differ

erentiation formulas given in [6], [7],[8],[9] to the probability functions 
(10),(10.2)-(10.5),(16.1),(18.1),(26.1),(33.1). 
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